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ABSTRACT 
 Oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) steel exhibits exceptional radiation 
resistance and high-temperature creep strength when compared to traditional ferritic 
and martensitic steels. ODS steel has been considered one of most promising structural 
materials for advanced nuclear systems. In this study, we applied the high-energy 
synchrotron radiation technique to investigate the fundamental deformation process of a 
9Cr ODS steel. The 9Cr ODS steel was fabricated by mechanical alloying, hot isostatic 
pressing followed by thermal treatments to encourage better mechanical properties. 
During the mechanical and thermal treatments, the Ti (~0.5%) and Y2O3 (~0.35%) 
existing in the raw materials developed into complex oxide nanoparticles consisting 
primarily of Y2TI2O7, which allowed for significant strengthening of the steel.  
 The in-situ tensile tests measured with high-energy X-ray diffraction were carried 
out at the 1-ID beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National 
Laboratory. The specimen was subjected to increasing uniaxial tensile stresses up to 
failure, with a total of nine axial scans for each of the stress/strain states. The wide 
range of scans allowed the direct measurement of material responses from both 
necking and un-necked parts of the specimens. 
 From the X-ray measurement, the load partitioning between the ferritic matrix 
and the nanoparticles was found to occur during the yielding process. The nanoparticles 
experienced a dramatic loading process, and the internal stress on the nanoparticles 
increased to 3.5 GPa before sample necking. In contrast, the ferritic matrix slightly 
relaxed during early yielding, and slowly strained until necking. However, the load 
partitioning processes reversed during sample necking, causing the internal stress 
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placed on the nanoparticles to rapidly decrease and this indicated a debonding of the 
particles from the matrix. This debonding led to a decrease in the partial capacity of the 
particles to carry load. The load then transferred to the matrix, which then exhibited an 
increased lattice-strain rate during necking. 
 This study developed a comprehensive understanding of loading behaviors for 
various phases in the ODS steel. It also showed that high-energy synchrotron X-ray 
radiation, as a non-destructive technique for in-situ measurement, is a useful tool for 
studying materials performance for advanced nuclear systems applications. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Nuclear reactors in the United States of America are rapidly aging and require 
increasing amounts of maintenance [1]. Many of these reactors are also undergoing re-
licensing to be able to be run many years past their previously allowed dates, in some 
cases up to eighty years of total life [2]. These reactors will eventually need to be 
replaced, and with increasing power usage in the United States, more power will be 
needed to fill the broadening gap [1].  
In order to deal with this problem there has been a large amount of research in 
Generation IV nuclear systems (Gen IV) and advanced fusion systems. According to the 
United States Department of Energy, there are four main areas of improvement for Gen 
IV systems: sustainability, economics, safety and reliability, and proliferation resistance 
and physical protection [3]. There is an assortment of different designs from a variety of 
companies and countries with each having different benefits and detractors. All of these 
designs have major improvements over old designs, with safety being one of the most 
important. It is also estimated that each design has a best case deployment date of 
2025 [3]. 
One potentially important focus of Gen IV reactors is the production of hydrogen, 
which has been considered by many to be a clean fuel that could possibly replace 
natural gas in the future [4, 5]. Most of the new Gen IV reactors have the ability to 
produce hydrogen [3, 6]. Because hydrogen production could possibly become 
extremely valuable, the Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) has been pushed to the 
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forefront of discussion due to the VHTR having the highest maximum temperature and 
therefore highest hydrogen production efficiency [7].  
Fast reactors are a subcategory of Gen IV reactors that have gotten much 
attention. The design of fast reactors has one major improvement over thermal reactors: 
the ability for the neutrons to interact with the fuel at different energy ranges. This is due 
to the lack of a moderator in the fast reactor design, and allows for a variety of fuel 
compositions to be used as well as the recycling of old spent fuel from thermal reactors 
[8, 9]. With improvements in Gen IV designs, these reactors show promise for power 
production and sustainability [3]. 
Fusion systems are another type of advanced nuclear system currently under 
development. In comparison to Gen IV fission systems, advanced fusion systems are 
entirely different in many ways. The leading system uses superheated hydrogen 
isotopes in magnetically confined plasma to produce energy compared to uranium. This 
idea has the potential to produce enormous amounts of energy if the challenges of 
properly designing and building it can be overcome. One of the leading projects is ITER 
which has the goal of creating more energy than it uses and holding this state for 
multiple minutes [10, 11]. 
   One of the major issues facing these advanced nuclear systems is that special 
structural materials must be designed to withstand the specific challenges facing them. 
These materials must be able to endure the problems of high temperatures, intense 
radiation, stresses, corrosion, and be able to last over 60 years [12-19]. 
 Because of all these issues, there are few contemporary materials that can meet 
these requirements. One category of materials that has been undergoing a large 
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amount of scrutiny is Oxide Dispersion Strengthened Steels (ODS steel) [15, 18, 20-33]. 
ODS steels are based on standard of steel alloys but contain many nano or micro 
particles of metal oxides dispersed throughout the base matrix. Metal oxides have very 
different material characteristics than the metal alone, some positive and some 
negative. In the case of the oxides in ODS steels, the presence of these specific oxides, 
often yttrium oxide, in this configuration, can provide better material properties 
performance [15, 22, 27, 29, 31, 34-36].  
 The material that will be examined here is a 9Cr alloy which, due to the method 
of its fabrication, has a large number of complex Y2TI2O7 nanoparticles that give this 
material superior performance compared to conventional steel. The performance of 9Cr 
ODS steel shows exceptional performance in temperature resistance, creep strength, 
corrosion resistance, and radiation resistance when compared to regular carbon or 
stainless steels [32, 34-45]. 
 In order to fully understand the material's fundamental deformation process we 
have utilized high-energy X-ray synchrotron radiation to view in-situ wide angle X-ray 
scattering. X-ray scattering has been in use for many years but only recently have 
synchrotrons capable of producing powerful enough beams for in depth studies of 
samples of larger size been available [46]. With older X-ray sources, sufficient accuracy 
and fine detail would not have been available required to distinguish the fine 
nanoparticles from the underlying matrix. With this new technology, and the ability to 
distinguish the oxide particles, much more information can be obtained regarding 
microstresses and load distributions during material deformation [46-50]. 
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 The goal of this project is to study the fundamental deformation properties of 9Cr 
ODS steel using high energy synchrotron radiation to examine the materials response 
while performing high stress in-situ mechanical testing. The roles and properties of the 
ODS particles and the material matrix under high stress will be examined. A comparison 
between the stress/strain of the particle and matrix will be examined to explore possible 
debonding of the particles from the matrix. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 ADVANCED NUCLEAR SYSTEMS 
2.1.1 General Concepts 
Generation IV nuclear systems are the future of nuclear fission power. 
Throughout the world, populations are increasing and power use is growing. Many 
current nuclear power plants are aging and will need to be replaced. In addition, new 
plants will need to be built to sustain the ever growing energy needs of the world [1]. As 
can be seen in figure 2.1, the large majority of reactors in the United States of America 
have been operating between 20 and 39 years as of 2010 [51]. There are plans to build 
new reactors in a variety of states, mostly along the east coast as can be seen in figure 
2.2 [52]. The proposed reactors will be generation III and III+ with design improvements 
over older generation II and generation III designs currently being used. Even these 
new plants currently under construction are not as advanced as Gen IV reactors in a 
variety of ways [3]. 
Reactors in the United States were originally licensed for 40 years by the US 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (US NRC) and many reactors have had their licenses 
renewed for a further 20 years following the strict requirements of 10 CFR 54, 
“Requirements for Renewal of Operation Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants”. This will 
bring the total operating lifetime to 60 years. This sets the precedent for future nuclear 
reactors to be needed to be designed for at least 60 years and possibly up to 80 [3]. 
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Figure 2.1 Nuclear Reactor Ages in the USA [51] 
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Figure 2.2 Proposed Nuclear Reactors in the USA [52] 
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2.1.2 Gen IV Requirements and Designs 
Gen IV reactors are a new group of designs that provide large improvements 
over older designs. Each of them must meet requirements set forth by the United States 
Department of Energy to be considered Gen IV. There are four main areas of 
requirements: sustainability, economics, safety and reliability, and proliferation 
resistance and physical protection [3]. 
Sustainability “is the ability to meet the needs of the present generation while 
enhancing the ability of future generations to meet society's needs indefinitely into the 
future” [3]. This means a variety of things; one is that Gen IV reactors will need to be 
able to achieve higher burnup of fuel which will extend fuel reserves. Higher burnup will 
also decrease the amount of spent fuel that will need to be stored in repositories for 
“very long time periods (beyond 1000 years)” [3, 9].   
Sustainability also refers to the idea of nuclear fuel recycling and reprocessing. 
There are many technologies that exist, MOX, Fast reactors, PUREX, UREX, TRUEX, 
Pyroprocessing, and various others [9]. Each of these will in some way take fuel that 
has been used for a full cycle and become “spent” and allow some of the remaining 
energy to be utilized. Each of these technologies' biggest hurdle is economics; currently 
it is cheaper to mine and form new fuel than reprocess old fuel [53]. Sustainability also 
refers to the fact that as more nuclear energy is used, other sources of power such as 
oil, natural gas or organic material can be saved for other purposes [3]. 
Economics “broadly consider competitive costs and financial risks of nuclear 
energy systems” [3]. This section simply means that there is no reason to us a new 
system if it won’t be profitable. Decreasing costs of construction, fuel, litigation, risks, 
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and increased efficiency are all considered necessary characteristics of a Gen IV 
reactor. Also taken into account is the reactor's ability for “production of hydrogen [4-7], 
fresh water, district heating” [3]. For example, desalination can bring fresh water to third 
world areas and waste heat can be utilized for co-generation; which can add economic 
value to these reactor designs [3, 53]. 
Safety and reliability are considered by many to be one of the most important 
positive aspects of Gen IV systems. The stated requirements of Gen IV reactors are 
“Safe and reliable operation, improved accident management and minimization of 
consequences, investment protection, and reduced need for off-site emergency 
response” [3]. Both active safety (requiring electrical input) and passive safety (requiring 
no electrical input) have been improved over the older designs. With the inherent safety 
of the design of these new reactors, it will be very difficult for any issues or accidents to 
become as bad or infamous as Chernobyl, Three Mile Island, or Fukushima [1, 3, 9].  
Proliferation resistance and physical protection requires that Gen IV reactors 
“consider means for controlling and securing nuclear material and nuclear facilities” [3] 
and is the last of the four DOE requirements. The difference between Gen III and IV 
here is that new reactors would be able to find a way so the fuel (either fresh or spent) 
would not be obtainable or even usable by a terrorist group or rogue nation. This would 
include possible reprocessing of fuels where pure plutonium is extractable in methods 
[3, 9, 54, 55]. 
There are six main reactor designs that are considered Gen IV systems. These 
are; Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor System (GFR), Lead-Cooled Fast Reactor System 
(LFR), Molten Salt Reactor System (MSR), Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor System (SFR), 
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Supercritical-Water-Cooled Reactor System (SCWR), and the Very-High-Temperature 
Reactor System (VHTR). The names of these all reference the coolant used with the 
VHTR using helium [3]. 
Each of these technologies has advantages and disadvantages compared to 
each other with varying levels of development. The largest difference is that some are 
fast reactors utilizing fast, high-energy neutrons while the others are thermal reactors 
utilizing thermal, low-energy neutrons. This changes the fuel used and the possible 
maximum burnup [9]. An overview of the general properties can be found below in figure 
2.3. A more detailed analysis can be found in “A Technology Roadmap for Generation IV 
Nuclear Energy Systems” by the U.S. DOE Nuclear Energy Research Advisory 
Committee. [3] 
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System 
Size 
(MWe) 
Operating 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Fast or 
Thermal 
Pressure 
(MPa) 
Output 
Partner 
Countries 
VHTR 250 1000 Thermal 7 
Electricity and 
Hydrogen 
CA, EU, FR, JP, 
KR, CH, US, ZA 
GFR 200-1200 850 Fast 7 
Electricity and 
Hydrogen 
EU, FR, JP, CH 
SFR 300-1500 550 Fast 0.1 Electricity 
EU, FR, JP, KR, 
US, CN 
SCWR 1500 510-550 Thermal 25 Electricity CA, EU, JP 
LFR 
50-150, 
300-600, 
1200 
550-800 Fast 0.1 
Electricity and 
Hydrogen 
EU, JP 
MSR 1000 700-800 Thermal 0.1 
Electricity and 
Hydrogen 
EU, FR 
Figure 2.3 Overview of Gen IV reactor concepts [3] 
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2.1.3 VHTR 
One of the most promising of these designs is the VHTR. This can be seen by 
the fact that more countries are working on this design than any of the others as 
indicated in figure 2.3. The basics of the design of the VHTR stem from the earliest gas 
cooled generation I design of nuclear reactors, including the MAGNOX reactors of the 
United Kingdom and UNGG reactors of France. Both of these were designed for 
electricity production configured with graphite moderator, indirect brayton cycles, and 
gas-cooling. Both designs were comparably inefficient and had less safety features than 
current designs [9, 56].  
The VHTR has some strong advantages over the other Gen IV designs due to 
the fact that the temperature is far above what the other designs can reach. While 
nuclear reactors do not follow the simple Carnot cycle, the Carnot efficiency equation 
can be used to estimate the thermal efficiency of a system. Looking at this equation, it is 
obvious that a higher maximum temperature yields better efficiency, in the case of the 
VHTR, around 50%. This is much higher than current technology that is around 33% 
efficient. This higher efficiency leads to much better fuel economics, producing ~50% 
more energy per unit fuel and therefore will produce a more profitable operation [3, 9].  
A VHTR can be used with either a direct cycle or indirect cycle. A direct cycle is 
for basic electricity generation where the helium coolant loop can be connected directly 
to the helium turbine. This method is the most efficient at producing electricity but does 
not allow for other uses. Comparatively, an indirect cycle is where the heat is used for 
other applications such as to “process heat for refineries, petrochemistry, metallurgy, 
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and hydrogen generation” [3]. In this cycle, the helium will transfer the heat through an 
intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) into another system for these other uses [9].  
Currently the large majority of hydrogen produced comes from hydrocarbons: oil 
(18%), coal (30%) and natural gas (48%). And only about 4% of hydrogen comes from 
water through hydrolysis [57].  With this high temperature in the VHTR, the production 
of hydrogen becomes easier and more economical using either reformation of steam 
from natural gas or the iodine-sulfur process. With a 600MWth VHTR up to “two million 
normal cubic meters per day” [3] of hydrogen can be produced.  Also, with the high 
temperature and thermal efficiency, co-generation can become more economical to 
provide heating to nearby areas, which would reduce the need for electrical or natural 
gas based heat generation and therefore reduce cost [3]. 
There are two main sub-designs of the VHTR which refer to the type of fuel that 
will be used. One is a prismatic block design, as the Japanese HTTR uses, and the 
other is a pebble bed setup, similar to the Chinese HTR-10 [3]. Both of these designs 
have been studied and compared with no clear answer for which is superior. 
In figure 2.4 we can see the comparisons among a variety of high temperature 
reactor designs that are either conceptual or older previously built designs.  
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Design 
Attribute 
Prospective 
VHTR 
Fort St. Vrain 
HTGR 
GT-HMR 
(General 
Atomics) 
ANTARES 
(AREVA) 
PBMR 
(Westinghouse) 
Reactor 
Power 
Output 
(MWth) 
600 842 550-600 565 500 
Average 
Power 
Density 
(MWth/m3) 
06/10/13 6.3 6.5 NA 4.8 
Moderator Graphite Graphite Graphite Graphite Graphite 
Reactor Type 
Design 
Dependent 
Prismatic Prismatic Prismatic Pebble Bed 
Plant Design 
Life (years) 
60 30 60 60 60 
Coolant inlet 
Temperature 
(°C) 
640 406 590 500 400 
Coolant 
Outlet 
Temperature 
(°C) 
1000 785 <950 900 950 
Coolant 
Pressure 
(MPa) 
Design 
Dependent 
4.8 7 5 9 
Coolant Flow 
Rate (kg/s) 
320 428 320 240 193 
Secondary 
Fluid 
He Steam He He He-N 
Figure 2.4 Design Parameters for Various Reactor Designs [3, 58]  
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2.1.4 Fast Reactors 
 Fast reactors are nuclear reactors that have no moderator and use “fast” or high 
energy neutrons to cause fission. This design was theorized about early in the history of 
nuclear reactors and many reactors of this type have been built. Early experimental fast 
reactors used various coolants such as, mercury, gas, lead, sodium, and metal alloys. 
The first fast reactor was constructed in 1946, named Clementine, at Los Alamos USA 
and used for research as well as neutron production. Experimental Breeder Reactor 
(EBR) I and II, SEFOR, and Fast Flux Test Facility, all in the USA, followed later. Other 
notable reactors include Phenix and the commercial Superphenix in France, along with 
many in Russia and a few in Japan [59].  
 The Gen IV designs include the GFR, SFR, and LFR using helium, sodium or 
lead as coolants respectively. As shown in figure 2.3 these three reactor designs cover 
a wide range of properties, temperatures range from 550 to 850°C and pressures from 
0.1 to 7Mpa. At higher temperatures, hydrogen can be produced in manner similar to 
the VHTR, discussed in the previous section [3].  
 The strongest and most important advantage that fast reactors have in common 
is in the US DOE Gen IV Roadmap section of sustainability, though all are improved in 
the other three sections [60-62]. Fast reactors have the unique ability to burn a variety 
of fuels including uranium, plutonium, MOX, and in some cases, spent fuel from thermal 
power reactors. Also, fast reactors can “breed” or convert traditionally unused uranium-
238 to plutonium-239 and then fission the produced plutonium. Because of this design, 
more usable fuel is created than burned for a time. This allows for very large burnup of 
the fuel. Fast neutrons also have the ability to react with highly radioactive actinides and 
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waste products that are traditionally stored for thousands of years.  These reactions 
can drastically shorten the needed storage time for the spent fuel, and create less total 
waste [9].  
 
2.1.5 Advanced Fusion Reactors 
 Fusion reactions have been studied for many years with the long term goal of 
producing ample amounts of clean, waste-free energy. The earliest experiments that 
utilized fusion were in the 1930's and 40's, but one of the most prominent, famous 
properties of fusion is in the hydrogen bomb, leading to further fusion research in the 
1950's and 60's. Attempting to harness the massive energy of the hydrogen bomb lead 
to the creation of devices such as the z and theta pinch and magnetic mirror, which 
attempt to control heated hydrogen plasma with shaped magnetic fields [10].  
 As time went on, designs evolved from linear systems to toroids to limit plasma 
losses. But for every new design to compensate for a flaw, a new problem would occur. 
The field of Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) was developed to be able to explain these 
problems that were occurring within the plasma due to electrostatic and magnetic 
interactions between the particles and the controlling magnetic and electric fields. This 
led to more and more complicated designs such as the stellarator [10]. 
 The basic design called the tokamak (see figure 2.5) that is common today was 
created in Russia in the 1950's and has been improved vastly since then. The tokamak 
is a cross between a toroid and sphere which provides greater control in a plasma 
through magnetic and electric fields than a sphere and larger internal volume than a 
simple toroid. When completed, the ITER, a large collaboration between many countries 
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with the goal to produce more energy than it uses, will be the largest tokamak 
constructed. The ITER is designed to be in use by approximately 2020 [10, 11]. One 
element in the ITER to specially note is what is called the blanket, which is the material 
that covers the interior surfaces of the vacuum vessel. This surface must shield the 
magnets from high thermal and neutron flux and capture this energy to convert to 
electricity [10, 11, 63]. 
 Some other designs do not use a magnetic confinement, such as inertial 
confinement. This design uses very high energy lasers to compress and cause fusion in 
a hydrogen microsphere in a near isostatic process. The hydrogen would explode 
releasing energy into a blanket. In order to produce reasonable amounts of energy, this 
process would be repeated rapidly requiring new pellets to be loaded every few 
milliseconds. This process is being led by the USA National Ignition Facility (NIF). In this 
design, the first wall provides the same benefits and challenges as in the tokamak [10]. 
18 
 
Figure 2.5 ITER Tokamak schematic [11] 
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2.2 ADVANCED NUCLEAR SYSTEMS MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
2.2.1 General Concepts 
 Advanced nuclear systems all require diverse material research in order to find 
materials that can meet a wide range of requirements. For the case of some Gen IV 
structural materials [17, 64-66], fast reactor fuel cladding [32, 44, 45, 67-69], and fusion 
blanket [24, 70-73], the environments that the materials will be exposed to include: (1) 
temperatures ranging up to 1000°C with large thermal gradients over a small volume 
causing large thermal stresses and deformations, (2) high amounts of radiation (alpha, 
beta, gamma, and neutron) causing a variety of induced stresses and material property 
changes, (3) corrosive environments from impurities in the coolant corroding the surface 
of the material, (4) pressures over 7MPa with varying gradients causing large stress 
through the bulk of the material, and (5) long term creep. The materials must be able to 
also cycle from these aggressive states to a much cooler, less aggressive states for 
reactor refueling or any problems that arise, such as a Loss of Coolant Accident 
(LOCA), and back again without failure for the life of the reactors (at least 60 years) [3]. 
 Each of the three material applications for advanced nuclear systems will have 
slightly different requirements. Fast reactor fuel cladding will be exposed to a more 
aggressive environment (temperature, corrosion, radiation) than structural material 
because it will be directly in contact with the fuel and either liquid metal or gas coolant. 
But because fuel is changed regularly, cladding is only subjected to this maximum 
stress environment for a short time [44, 69, 74]. Compared to the other uses, in the 
fusion system, the fusion blanket will undergo more neutron damage from a large 
fluence of high energy fusion neutrons [9, 10].  
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 There have been various alloys in the past 30 years that have been considered 
for these systems. Some of these include Inconel 617 (Ni based), Haynes 230 (Ni 
based), Incoloy 800H (Fe based), Hastelloy XR (Ni based), along with a variety of ODS 
alloys (most Fe based) [75]. Each of these alloys has exceptional performance in all of 
the above categories compared to traditional carbon and stainless steels at elevated 
temperatures. Each has different strengths and weaknesses at different temperatures, 
and environments resulting in no single “best” material. For example, Hastalloy XR has 
been shown to have better corrosion resistance than Inconel 617 but has inferior 
strength above 900°C [13]. The nickel based materials also tend to have higher 
maximum allowable temperatures [76]. The compositions of the materials are shown 
below in figure 2.6. 
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 Inconel 617 Haynes 230 Incoloy 800H Hastalloy XR 
Ni 44.5 min Bal. 30.0-35.0 Bal. 
Cr 20.0-24.0 20.0-24.0 19.0-23.0 20.5-23.0 
Co 10.0-15.0 5.0 max 2.0 max 2.5 max 
Mo 8.0-10.0 1.0-3.0 - 8.0-10.0 
Al 0.8-1.5 0.2-0.5 0.15-0.60 0.05 max 
C 0.05-0.15 0.05-0.15 0.05-0.10 0.05-0.15 
Fe 3.0 max 3.0 max Bal. 17.0-20.0 
Mn 1.0 max 0.3-1.0 1.5 max 0.75-1.0 
Si 1.0 max 0.25-0.75 1.0 max 0.25-0.5 
S 0.015 max 0.015 max 0.015 max 0.03 max 
Ti 0.6 max 0.1 max 0.15-0.60 0.03 max 
Cu 0.5 max 0.5 max 0.75 max 0.5 max 
B 0.006 max 0.015 max - 0.01 max 
P - 0.03 max - 0.04 max 
La - 0.05 max - 0.04 max 
W - 13.0-15.0 - 0.2-1.0 
Figure 2.6 Compositions of various candidate materials for advanced nuclear systems 
(wt %) [77-79] 
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2.2.2 ODS 
 Some of the earliest materials research has shown that creating either an iron 
based or nickel based alloy containing a large percent of chromium, such as stainless 
steel, will provide a more resilient material that has largely superior structural and 
corrosion performance. Oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) steels take this idea one 
step farther. Almost all of these steels contain a small weight percent of Yttrium Oxide 
(Y2O3) nanoparticles in the alloy along with other elements such as titanium, aluminum, 
and tungsten. Each added element results in slightly different performances and, in 
some cases, causes the oxide particles to form and react differently under stress. 
 Two of the older ODS steels were DT2203Y05 and DT2906. Both of these 
helped prove that ODS steel could become a strong, usable material for high 
temperature applications. DT2906 had titanium oxide nanoparticles while DT2203Y05 
used Yttrium oxide along with titanium oxide. It was discovered that when titanium is 
used alongside yttrium oxide, complex nanoparticles of Y2Ti2O7 are formed that are 
more stable and can provide further strength to the bulk material [75, 80-82]. 
 This area of work has recently, partly been led by the commercial supplier 
company Special Metals Corporation in the USA which has produced the metal 
trademarks of Inconel, and Incoloy mentioned in Figure 2.6. Special Metals Corporation 
also has produced and produces various ODS steels under the Inconel MA### 
trademark. Other suppliers include Plansee and Dour Metal. Some of the compositions 
of these leading commercial ODS steels are listed below in Figure 2.7. 
 Challenges in materials processing of ODS steels is the limiting factor in their 
large scale production. In order to create the final product, first each of the elements 
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needed must be powdered, either separately or as a powdered base alloy. This powder 
is then combined with the yttrium oxide powder and mechanically alloyed, finely mixed 
to produce a homogenous mixture. The fully mixed powder is then placed into a 
machine for either hot isostatic pressing (HIP) or hot extrusion. It is then rolled and/or 
heat treated to obtain final desired results and properties [27, 32]. Despite steps to 
improve the production processes, obtaining uniform particular distribution on a large 
scale is difficult to accomplish. Nonuniformities in particle distributions undermine the 
performance of the material. 
 The hot isostatic press (HIP) technique has many benefits compared to general 
material production. The process is fairly simple. The powder is placed in the HIP 
machine, an example shown below in figure 2.8, and subjected to a strong vacuum. 
Then, an inert gas such as argon is pumped in under extremely high pressure (from 50 
to 300 MPa) and the system is heated and held for multiple hours. This process is a 
version of powder metallurgy where sintering and compaction are applied 
simultaneously. One of benefits is that grain size can be controlled with near uniformity 
throughout the material depending on the processing parameters. Creating small grains 
vs. large grains can have a very large impact on material properties. The micro-structure 
will have reduced porosity and fewer smaller voids, increasing density and strength 
compared to other material consolidation methods. The material can also be molded 
into the final complex shape needed for the product with little machining needed. HIP 
can be used to apply a cladding of the powdered material to an object. After HIP, the 
object can then be further heat treated to obtain further desired properties [83]. 
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 MA956 MA754 MA758 MA760 MA957 PM2000 
Fe Bal. 1 - 1.2 Bal. Bal. 
Ni - Bal. Bal. Bal. - - 
Cr 20 20 30 19.5 14 19 
Al 4.5 0.3 0.3 6 - 5.5 
Ti 0.5 0.5 - - 0.9 0.5 
Mo - - - - 0.3 - 
W - - 0.5 3.4 4 - 
C 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.01 0.05 
Y2O3 0.5 0.6 0.6 1 0.25 0.5 
Figure 2.7 Composition of various ODS steels (wt. %) [75] 
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Figure 2.8 A Generic HIP machine [83] 
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 ODS steels have enhanced properties compared to the generic steels on which 
they are based [75]. They have higher strength at raised temperatures, higher corrosion 
resistance, increased radiation resistance, and better creep resistance [20, 21, 31, 34-
37, 39, 65, 84-86]. Figure 2.9 below shows the basic mechanical properties of yield 
stress and tensile strength at various temperatures of commercial ODS steels. Figure 
2.9 shows that maximum temperatures for ODS steels are much greater than those 
allowed for basic steels. It also demonstrates that stress values are higher at those high 
temperatures for ODS steels compared to the basic steels. Below in figure 2.10, a 
transmission electron microscope image of ODS steel is shown. The simpler yttrium 
oxides and the more complex titanium yttrium oxides can be seen, with approximate 
diameter of 10-50nm. 
 Some of the shortfalls of ODS steels are; even with the HIP process, a 
homogenized material is difficult and expensive to produce and therefore there are few 
companies that manufacture ODS materials [83]. Using the HIP process another limiting 
problem is that materials cannot be shaped and produced in large section sizes [83]. 
Joining ODS materials together or with other materials through welding or mechanical 
joining also can produce some complications [83]. There are also some studies that 
show irradiation induced embrittlement due to certain elements moving to or from grain 
boundaries [87]. Dissolution of the oxide nanoparticles is possible [32, 80]. 
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Figure 2.9 Comparisons of various ODS Steel yield stress and tensile strength [75] 
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Figure 2.10 TEM images of ODS Steels showing oxide nanoparticles [75] 
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2.3 X-RAY DIFFRACTION IN MATERIALS RESEARCH 
2.3.1 General Concepts 
X-rays have been in use since their early discovery by Rontgen in the late 
1800's. Their early applications were mainly imaging bone as well as other medical 
uses. The X-ray producing equipment was very dangerous, and many of the people 
exposed to it had negative health effects later in life. Research continued, and 
eventually produced, safer machinery, the ability to produce more consistent beam 
energy, directed beams, and a vast number of non-medical uses [46]. 
Photons in the energy range of 100 eV to 120 keV are considered X-rays while 
those with higher energies of 40 keV to 120 keV are considered to be hard X-rays. Hard 
X-rays have some large benefits compared to weaker, soft X-rays. One of these is that 
they will penetrate a surface much further. This can be calculated from the modified 
Beer-Lambert law [46]. 
𝐼𝑥 = 𝐼0𝑒
(𝜇/𝜌)𝜌𝑥 
 Where Ix is the measured intensity of the X-ray beam at given point x into the 
substance, I0 is the initial beam strength, μ is the attenuation coefficient, μ/ρ is the mass 
absorption coefficient, ρ is the material density, and ρx is the area density (mass 
thickness). The mass absorption coefficient is highly energy dependent. Below in figure 
2.11, the attenuation coefficient for Iron is shown along with each of the aspects that 
make up the total attenuation coefficient. What is important to notice is that at lower 
energies, the K absorption edge from the photoelectric effect is prevalent. Also, the 
large difference between the coefficients at 10 keV compared to 100 keV; it is over 400 
times larger at 10 keV [46, 88].  
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Figure 2.11 Attenuation Coefficient of Iron reproduced from NIST [88] 
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 Applying these data to the modified Beer-Lambert law shows that a difference in 
penetration depth can be obtained. With a final intensity of 1/e, approximately 36.7% of 
incoming intensity, the calculated penetration depths for several materials can be seen 
below in Figure 2.12. The value of 10keV is comparable to some commercial laboratory 
grade X-ray sources such as the K-alpha values for various metals. Iron has a K-alpha 
value of 6.4keV and molybdenum has 17.48keV.  The higher value of 100keV is 
obtainable with high energy synchrotron devices. It should be noted also that 
synchrotron radiation will have much higher intensity and fluence on a material than a 
lab grade X-ray source [46, 88]. The advantages of increasing the penetration depth are 
discussed in the following section. 
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Material 10 keV 100 keV 
Iron 7.5μm 3.44mm 
Copper 5.16μm 2.43mm 
Lead 6.75μm 0.15mm 
Figure 2.12 Calculated Penetration Depths of various materials 
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2.3.2 Basic Diffraction 
 One of the uses for X-rays other than for medical imaging is what is called X-ray 
Diffraction (XRD). XRD uses X-rays to examine the microstructure of a crystal or 
crystalline structure in a non-destructive fashion. It has also been used to examine 
biological molecules such as DNA.  It was first used in the early 1900's and can be 
summarized simply in Braggs Law which describes the reflection of x-rays off of a 
surface [46, 50].  
2𝐷 sin 𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆 
 Where D is the distance between atoms normal to the surface, θ is the incident 
angle, n is an integer, and λ is the wavelength of the incident wave. This can be seen 
below in figure 2.13. Because the X-rays tend to have similar wavelengths to the atomic 
spacing and the fact that only specific reflections are allowed, a diffraction pattern is 
produced. Also, because the X-rays will only reflect off of identical reflecting sheets, the 
miller indices of crystallography are used to denote orientation. A crystalline solid will 
only reflect off of certain repeating planes in a crystal producing a specific set of 
reflected angles [46, 50]. 
 Using this basic technique, a new method was developed called Debye-Scherrer, 
or powder diffraction. The sample is a powder of small crystalline particles that each act 
as a diffraction gate. When an X-ray is shone through the powder, each particle will 
refract the X-rays at specific angles based on orientation called a Laue spot. With a 
large number of particles, a large number of Laue spots combine to form Debye-
Scherrer diffraction rings. These rings each refer to a different Miller index plane. These 
rings are the basis for wide or small angle X-ray scattering analysis where the D-
spacing can be analyzed and interpreted. When an X-ray has sufficient intensity to pass 
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through a thicker, solid sample, each grain can be considered to be a particle and the 
sample itself will act as a powder producing diffraction rings [46, 50]. 
 This can also be done with neutrons to obtain complementary information due to 
the neutral charge, and therefore, lack of interactions with the electron clouds. The 
issues here are that measuring neutrons is difficult and imprecise, as well as the fact 
that neutrons are more difficult to produce. But neutrons are more sensitive to lighter 
elements. These techniques have been used to study the crystalline structure of many 
different solids as well as organic materials [46, 50, 89].  
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Figure 2.13 Diffraction of X-rays in a crystal [50] 
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2.3.3 High Energy Synchrotron X-Ray Diffraction 
 The main limitation of older XRD systems is that the intensity of the X-ray beam 
is too low to obtain clear results from a large collection of particles. Recently, new 
techniques to create very high energy X-rays have been developed [46]. These are 
through the use of a synchrotron. There have been multiple facilities built such as the 
Advanced Photon Source (APS) in the USA, the European Synchrotron Radiation 
Facility in France, and SPring-8 in Japan. With a beam of such large magnitude, 
strength, and brilliance produced by a synchrotron, a larger penetration volume can be 
obtained, and with this, a sample that is large enough can be examined to reveal the 
bulk material properties. Many properties can and have been examined, including 
internal and residual stresses, texture, load partitioning, dislocation stresses, and 
nanoparticle changes. This technique can also be used for non-destructive testing of 
samples to detect defects. Figure 2.14 below shows an example XRD detector output 
where the Debye-Scherrer rings can be clearly seen. There are many “extra” rings here 
from particles that are enough in number to cause rings of their own, such as carbides. 
This is important because if particles are in sufficient quantity, they can be distinguished 
and compared to the matrix [46, 49, 50, 90].  
 There have been many different studies done with synchrotron radiation. The 
uses are no longer limited to metals and alloys but now include coatings, composites, 
and biomaterials [43, 91-95]. Some ODS steels have also been examined to determine 
a variety of characteristics.  
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Figure 2.14 Diffraction Pattern of Alloy 230 [96] 
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2.3.4 Residual Stress Measurement 
 When materials are exposed to any mechanical or thermal procedures, residual 
stresses are incurred [47, 89, 97]. Examples of these are plastic flow, volume change, 
thermal dilation, or any combination of the three. Residual stresses are important 
because they can have a great effect on the properties of a material on a micro or 
macro level. There are three types of residual stress: I, II, and III. Applying a stress such 
as tension and/or heat will create residual stresses that can be measured through XRD 
[47, 89, 97]. 
 Type I (σI) stresses are macro stresses that affect the entire material over 
multiple grains. These stresses are measured with XRD and show a peak shift. Type II 
(σII) stresses are intragranular stresses intrinsic in almost all crystalline materials. This is 
caused by the different grain orientations.  Type III (σIII) stresses are micro stresses, 
caused by point and line defects in the material such as dislocations, vacancies and 
voids, or interstitial atoms. Both type II and III can be measured with XRD through peak 
broadening. Figure 2.15 below shows a simplification of how peak broadening and peak 
shift appear on a XRD output [89]. 
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Figure 2.15 XRD cartoon showing peak shift and peak broadening [76] 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
3.1 Material Development 
 The raw materials for manufacturing the ODS steel were nitrogen-gas-atomized 
pre-alloyed steel powders, as well as Ti and Y2O3 powders. Their properties are shown 
in figure 3.1 below. The composition of mixed powders was designed as Fe-9Cr-0.1C-
1.5W-0.2V-0.5Ti-0.35Y2O3, in weight percent. 
The raw materials were mechanically alloyed in an argon atmosphere using a 
planetary ball mill at 300 rpm with a ball-to-powder mass ratio of 5:1 for 30 h. Milled 
powders were then degassed, sealed and consolidated by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) 
under a pressure of 100 MPa at 1150℃ for 3h. The as-HIPed sample was forged at 
1150ºC with a forging ratio of 3:1. Additional hot rolling was performed at 1150ºC three 
times with a reduction ratio of about 20% each time. In order to develop the F/M phase, 
the sample was heat-treated at 1050ºC with water quenching and then, heat-treated at 
750ºC with air-cooling. 
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Kinds of powders Purity Size 
Pre-alloyed powders 99.9% 75μm 
Y2O3 99.99% 30nm 
Ti 99.7% 48μm 
Figure 3.1 Properties of raw materials 
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3.2 Diffraction Measurements 
The in-situ tensile tests measured with high-energy X-ray diffraction were carried 
out at the 1-ID beamline at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National 
Laboratory (ANL). The experiment setup is shown in Fig 3.2. Similar setup has been 
used to analyze metallic materials including model F/M steels [43, 98-99], stainless 
steels [100,101], ultrahigh-carbon steel [102], Zirconium alloys [103], metallic glasses 
[104], organic materials, including bones and dentin [105-108], and composite materials 
[109]. Uniaxial tensile tests were conducted using a MTS closed-loop servo-hydraulic 
test frame (model 858) with a maximal force of ±15kN. [104, 110] The specimen with a 
gauge section of 1.49 mm × 0.76 mm × 7.60 mm (width × thickness × length) was held 
at 0.1N (or ~88MPa) before tensile testing to avoid the sliding and shifting during 
griping. Then, the specimen was subjected to increasing uniaxial tensile stresses up to 
failure, with a total of nine axial scans for each of the stress/strain states. With this wide 
range of scans, the local feature during tensile testing, such as the sample necking, 
could be directly observed. Diffraction measurements were performed continuously with 
a monochromatic 70 keV (λ = 0.0177 nm) X-ray beam every 10 seconds. The incident 
beam size was 300 x 300 μm2. The experiment utilized the “Hydra” detector array which 
consists of four area detectors (GE angio type) for X-ray diffraction measurements. The 
distance between the sample and the detector was ~2.08 m.  
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of experimental diffraction setup. The experiment utilized the 
“Hydra” detector array which consists of four GE detectors for X-ray diffraction 
measurements. 
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3.3. Diffraction Analysis 
Figure 3.3 shows a typical 2D diffraction pattern measured using the “Hydra” 
detector array (the panel tilting angle was 37º). Debye-Scherrer rings with various radii 
were reflected from the lattice planes with various interplanar spacing (or d-spacing), 
dhkl. Under external applied load, the diffraction rings were not perfectly circular, but 
were ellipsoidal due to the internal stress on the specimen. For our tensile test, the 
vertical loading along axial direction of the specimen, i.e. Y-axis (Figure 3.1) caused the 
corresponding internal lattice straining along the Y-axis, and contraction along X-axis 
(Poisson effect). Following this internal strain/stress development, the radii of Debye 
rings were shortened in the axial direction (Azimuth (η) = 90º and 270º) and lengthened 
in the transversal direction (Azimuth (η) = 0º and 180º). By measuring the radii of 
different Debye rings, the changes in d-spacing, 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙, which can be converted to lattice 
strain, εhkl, with respect to reference d-spacing, 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
0 , can be calculated by using the 
following equation [102, 111, 112]:  
      𝜀ℎ𝑘𝑙 =
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙−𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
0
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
0                           (1) 
 The reference lattice spacing, 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
0 , was determined by: 1) interpolating the 
measured 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙(ϕ=0º) and 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙(ϕ=90º) during elastic deformation, and 2) finding 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
0  at 
their intersection. The reference lattice spacing calculated by this method is more 
accurate compared to the method that assumes that 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
0  is the lattice spacing before 
external loading. This is because significant residual stress may exist for many cold-
worked metallic materials, such as the ODS steel in this study, and causes pre-existing 
internal strain before tensile testing.  
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Figure 3.3. Representative X-ray diffraction pattern of the 9 Cr ODS sample. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
4.1 Steel Microstructure 
Since the raw materials for manufacturing the ODS steel are nitrogen-gas-
atomized pre-alloyed steel powders, the small amount of residual nitrogen within the 
materials can react with titanium powder during mechanical alloying and produce a 
small amount of Titanium Nitride (TiN) particles. These nitride particles are not a 
favorable phase in the ODS steel, and cannot be removed during high-temperature 
annealing because of their extremely high melting temperature (2930ºC). Figure 4.1 
shows the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the ODS steel sample. All visible 
dark particles in the image were identified to be TiN by energy dispersive spectroscopy 
(EDS). The size of the nitride particles ranges from tens of nanometers to 1 micrometer.  
The transmission electron micrograph (TEM) revealed the nano-scale oxide 
particles with a high volume density in the 9 Cr ODS sample, as depicted in Figure 4.2. 
The size of these oxide particles range from five to tens of nanometers. Figure 4.3 
shows a typical nanoscale particle by using high-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HRTEM).  
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Figure 4.1 Scanning electron micrograph in secondary electron mode of the 9 Cr ODS 
sample. All visible dark particles were identified to be TiN by EDS analysis. 
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Figure 4.2 Transmission electron micrograph of the 9 Cr ODS samples showing  
nanoscale oxide particles with a high volume density distributed in a F/M matrix grain  
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Figure 4.3 Transmission electron micrograph of the 9 Cr ODS samples showing high 
resolution transmission electron micrograph showing a single nanoscale particle. 
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4.2. Phase Identifications 
The diffraction peaks for various phases were obtained by integrating the 
diffraction rings (Figure 3.2) along the azimuth (from 0 to 360º), as depicted in the 
Figure 4.4. All major diffraction peaks from various phases, including the ones 
developed from the small volume fraction of nanoscale particles, were identified and 
indexed in Figure 4.5. Three major phases observed by electron microscopy were also 
found using synchrotron X-ray diffraction. The metallic matrix is F/M phase with the 
body-centered cubic (BCC) crystal structure. The minor phases include the TiN and the 
nanoscale oxide particles. The naonscale oxide particles were identified to be Y2Ti2O7 
with the face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure. Despite very a small fraction 
(~0.35 weight percentage) of the Y2Ti2O7, major reflections developed from these 
nanoscale particles can be recognized. (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5) The most significant 
reflections of Y2Ti2O7 were (222) and (440) reflections with a d-spacing of ~2.91 and 
1.78Å, respectively. The corresponding value of the lattice constant is ~10.09 Å, which 
agrees with the iterative value [113]. In this study, the Y2Ti2O7 (222) reflection with the 
highest intensity was employed to analyze the loading behavior of these nanoscale 
particles during tensile test.  
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Figure 4.4. The X-ray diffraction peaks of the 9 Cr ODS sample converted from the 
Debye-Scherrer rings (Figure 2). All of the diffraction peaks were identified. For clarity, 
only some of the peaks belonging to F/M matrix, TiN and Y2Ti2O7 phases are indicated 
here. The regime of d spacing ranging from ~2.1 to ~3.2 is enlarged to show the peaks 
of Y2Ti2O7 with relatively weak intensity. 
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F/M Matrix, BCC 
structure 
TiN, FCC structure Y2Ti2O7, FCC 
structure 
hkl 
d-space 
(Å) 
hkl 
d-space 
(Å) 
hkl 
d-space 
(Å) 
110 2.029 111 2.449 222 2.915 
200 1.435 200 2.122 400 2.519 
211 1.172 220 1.499 331 2.306 
220 1.015 311 1.279 440 1.784 
310 0.9072 222 1.224 622 1.52 
222 0.828 400 1.06 
 
321 0.7665 331 0.973 
400 0.7171 420 0.948 
330/411 0.6765 422 0.8657 
420 0.6414 511/333 0.8161 
Figure 4.5 The diffraction peaks found in the 9Cr ODS sample from the synchrotron 
experiment 
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4.3 Stress-Strain Measurements  
Figure 4.6 shows the plot of engineering stress (e) vs. strain () of the 9 Cr ODS 
sample. The engineering stress was directly calculated by F/A, where F is the load on 
the sample and was measured by the MTS loading frame, and A is the area of the 
cross-section and was measured before the tensile test. The Young’s modulus for the 
9Cr ODS is ~203GPa and the 0.2% yield strength was measured to be ~845 MPa. The 
ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was measured to be ~ 915 MPa, which was developed 
at the strain of ~8.6 %. The sample necking starts after reaching the UTS, and 
continues until failure. The total elongation of the 9 Cr ODS sample is ~16.2%. 
Since the area of cross-section is continuously decreasing during tensile testing 
(i.e. the current cross-section is smaller than the original cross-section), the engineering 
stress could not accurately describe the actual external stress applied on the tensile 
specimen. Therefore, true stress was employed in this study to approximate the 
external applied stress. The true stress, t was calculated by engineering stress (e) 
and strain () by: t = e(1+). This formula provides adequate approximations to 
calculate the applied stress up to the point of sample necking. The maximum applied 
stress before start of necking was measured to be ~985 MPa. After necking, the flow 
stress was localized on the necking part. The values of applied stress on the necking 
and unnecking parts are different because of the flow stress localization. The cross-
section evolution model was applied to approximate the area reduction during necking. 
This model was developed to simulate the backward-reduction through the difference of 
cross-section profiles from uniform area on the UTS to the one of sample facture. These 
cross-section profiles were obtained by measuring the thickness and width of the 
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fracture specimen by SEM images. More details can be found in the reference [98]. 
Figure 4.7 shows the applied stress vs.engineering strain diagram for both necking and 
unnecking parts of the tensile specimen.  
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Figure 4.6 The engineering stress-strain diagram of 9 Cr ODS sample 
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Figure 4.7 The applied stress-engineering strain diagram of 9 Cr ODS sample 
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4.4. Lattice Strain Evolution Before Necking 
Figure 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show the lattice strain (22 perpendicular and 11 parallel 
to the applied stress) development for F/M matrix (321) reflection, Y2Ti2O7 (222) 
reflection, and TiN (111) reflections, respectively. (Note that only the elastic regime and 
plastic regime before necking are presented in Figure 4.8) To understand bulk response 
of the ODS steel, mean values of lattice strains for all nine scanned positions were 
employed and presented in Figure 4.8. All three phases in the ODS steel were found to 
have some residual stresses that can be seen in the lattice strains without applied 
stress (i.e.  = 0 MPa), though the values of lattice strain for Y2Ti2O7, and TiN were 
insignificant. The residual strains within F/M matrix parallel and perpendicular to the 
rolling direction were measured to be 3.1×10-4 and 9.1×10-4, respectively. These 
residual strains within the ODS steel were developed during HIP and thermal-
mechanical treatment. 
In the elastic regime, the slopes of lattice strain development to applied stress for 
F/M matrix, Y2Ti2O7, and TiN were measured to be 208, 200 and 228 GPa in axial/ 
loading direction (along 11 development), and -718, -480, -841 GPa in transverse 
direction (along 22 development). The slopes of 11 development are close to the elastic 
constants when they tested independently, and which are ~203[114], ~253[115] and ~ 
251[116]GPa for F/M matrix, Y2Ti2O7, and TiN respectively. The difference of those 
values measured by X-ray diffraction and by independent tests is partly due to the 
anisotropic crystallographic stiffness or compliance of each of the phases, but more 
importantly, is caused by their interactions and load partitioning. The corresponding 
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Poisson’s ratios for F/M matrix, Y2Ti2O7, and TiN were found to be 0.29, 0.41 and 0.27, 
respectively.  
In the plastic regime up to start of necking, the lattice strain of F/M matrix slightly 
decreased during early yielding and increased afterward. (Figure 4.8) This indicates that 
F/M matrix is moderately relaxed during early yielding, and straining again with 
increasing applied stress. In the contrast, the lattice strains for both Y2Ti2O7 and TiN 
increased uninterruptedly starting from yielding until sample necking. Nevertheless, the 
lattice strain for Y2Ti2O7 increases almost linearly (i.e. with a constant extension rate) in 
the plastic regime up to the start of necking, while the extension rate of lattice strain for 
TiN is decreasing with increasing applied stress. Following different trends of lattice 
strain development, the lattice strain for all three phases extend in various ranges 
during plastic deformation. During early yielding, the lattice strains for F/M matrix, 
Y2Ti2O7 and TiN were 3.0×10
-3, 5.6×10-3 and 4.6×10-3, respectively. Their difference in 
lattice strain was developed during elastic deformation as a result of different elastic 
constants and different residual stresses. The difference in lattice strain significantly 
increased during plastic deformation, and achieved the maximum values when necking 
started. The maximum lattice strains for F/M matrix, Y2Ti2O7 and TiN were 3.2×10
-3, 
17.5×10-3, and 7.6×10-3, respectively. 
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Figure 4.8 Applied stress vs. lattice strain for F/M matrix (321) reflection, 22 and 11 are 
the lattice strains perpendicular and parallel to the applied stress, respectively. The 
values of the slopes for the reflection are based on best fit of the experimental data. 
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Figure 4.9 Applied stress vs. lattice strain for Y2Ti2O7 (222) reflection. 22 and 11 are the 
lattice strains perpendicular and parallel to the applied stress, respectively. The values 
of the slopes for the reflection are based on best fit of the experimental data. 
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Figure 4.10 Applied stress vs. lattice strain for TiN (111) reflection. 22 and 11 are the 
lattice strains perpendicular and parallel to the applied stress, respectively. The values 
of the slopes for the reflection are based on best fit of the experimental data. 
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4.5. Lattice Strain Evolution After Necking 
After necking, the applied stress was not uniformly placed on the specimen 
because of flow localization on its necking part. With X-ray scanning along the gauge 
part of the specimen, both necking and unnecking parts could be distinguished by 
observations of the differences either in diffraction peak intensity or lattice strain 
development. In this experiment, two scan points (point #4 and #5 in Figure 4.11) were 
found to be on the necking part, and the other seven points were placed on the 
unnecking part. For both parts of the specimen, lattice strains were calculated by 
averaging the values of scanned points. The results were shown in Figure 4.12 to 4.14. 
For F/M matrix, the lattice strain in the necking part continues to increase after the start 
of necking and slightly decreases at a strain of ~10%. Here, the lattice strain of the F/M 
matrix is not actually relaxed during necking, but due to the fact that the scan points on 
the necking parts are not perfectly centered. In contrast, the lattice strain in the 
unnecking part decreases immediately after UTS, and develops much lower values 
compared to those in the necking part. This indicates that the deformation localized in 
the necking part of the specimen. For both the necking and the unnecking parts, the 
lattice strain for either Y2Ti2O7 or TiN particles decreased with different amplitudes 
depending on their location. For either type of particle, the lattice strain reduced more 
significantly in the necking part compared to the unnecking part. One should also note 
that the strain relaxation for Y2Ti2O7 is earlier compared to the TiN particles and more 
intense.  
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Figure 4.11 The necking and unnecking parts of the tensile specimens 
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Figure 4.12 Lattice stress vs. macroscopic strain for F/M matrix (321) reflection. 22 and 
11 are the lattice strains perpendicular and parallel to the applied stress, respectively. 
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Figure 4.13 Lattice stress vs. macroscopic strain for Y2Ti2O7 (222) reflection. 22 and 11 
are the lattice strains perpendicular and parallel to the applied stress, respectively. 
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Figure 4.14 Lattice stress vs. macroscopic strain for TiN (111) reflection. 22 and 11 are 
the lattice strains perpendicular and parallel to the applied stress, respectively.
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
5.1 Load Partitioning Between Phases 
The effect of strengthening by the particles can be seen by the load partitioning 
between phases during plastic deformation. To quantify the strengthening effect, 
equivalent to von Mises stress, σeff, for each phase (assuming isotropic polycrystalline) 
was calculated by [99, 109, 112, 117]: 
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 = √
(𝜎11−𝜎22)2+(𝜎22−𝜎33)2+(𝜎11−𝜎11)2
2
                                          (1) 
where σ11 is the axial principal stress (corresponding to the lattice strain 11 in Figure 4.8 
and Figure 4.9), σ22 and σ33 are the transverse principal stresses (corresponding to the 
lattice strain 22 in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9), which are equal to each other for the flat-
plate specimen in this study. The values of σ11, σ22 and σ33 were calculated by [99, 43, 
102, 112]:  
𝜎22 = 𝜎33 =
𝐸
1+𝜈
𝜀22 +
𝜈𝐸
(1+𝜈)(1−2𝜈)
(𝜀11 + 𝜀22 + 𝜀33)                               (2) 
 
𝜎11 =
𝐸
1+𝜈
𝜀11 +
𝜈𝐸
(1+𝜈)(1−2𝜈)
(𝜀11 + 𝜀22 + 𝜀33)                                     (3) 
 
where E is the elastic constant, and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. The values of E and ν for 
F/M matrix, Y2Ti2O7 and TiN particles have been calculated based on the 
measurements of lattice strains in elastic regime (section 4.4). Similar to many materials 
with multiple phases [99, 102,117], the load partitioning between matrix and particles 
occurred during plastic deformation of the 9Cr ODS steel. (Figure 5.1)  
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 During early yielding, the internal stresses for F/M matrix, Y2Ti2O7 and TiN 
particles were calculated to be 632, 1121 and 1049MPa, respectively. The applied 
stress measured by the loading frame is 843MPa, about 200MPa higher than the 
internal stress of F/M matrix but about 300 and 200MPa lower than Y2Ti2O7 and TiN 
particles, respectively. The loading partitioning became more significant with increasing 
applied stress, and achieved the maximum values during necking where the internal 
stress for F/M matrix, Y2Ti2O7 and TiN particles were 663, 1747 and 3504 MPa, 
respectively. The applied stress when necking occurs was ~ 986 MPa, more than 
300MPa higher than the internal stress of F/M matrix, ~800MPa lower than the internal 
stress of TiN particles, and less than 1/3 of the internal stress of Y2Ti2O7 particles. For 
the entire plastic regime, F/M matrix was not notably strained, and it even slightly 
relaxed with a minimum internal stress of 609MPa (when applied stress was 912MPa) 
because of substantial load transfer to particles.  
 In the sharp contrast, Y2Ti2O7 nanoscale particles exhibit superior capacity for 
taking load and developed an ultimate internal stress of more than three times that at 
early yielding. The final achieved lattice strain was 0.0175, corresponding to an internal 
stress of ~3.5GPa, much higher than many strengthening phases in various materials, 
including carbides [99, 43, 112] and cementite [102] in iron-based steels, and carbides 
in Ni-based alloys [118]. The dispersion strengthening by nanoscale particles are much 
more effective compared to other types of strengthening mechanisms. Similar to Y2Ti2O7 
particles, TiN particles withstand a relative high internal stress during plastic 
deformation, although the values of internal stress are much smaller than those of 
Y2Ti2O7, because the particle size of TiN is much larger, and thus the particles are not 
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as effective as oxide dispersions to halt dislocation movement. In addition to the 
difference in amplitude of internal stress, the process of internal stress development as 
a function of applied stress were different for these two types of particles. The internal 
stress/lattice strain development for Y2Ti2O7 particles was almost linear with a 
constantly increasing rate up to the start of necking. On the other hand, the internal 
stress increase caused the rate of TiN particle stress load to decline with the applied 
stress, indicating their weakening capacity for taking more load as a function of applied 
stress/macroscopic strain. 
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Figure 5.1 Applied stress vs. lattice strain for all phases (F/M matrix (321) reflection, 
Y2Ti2O7 (222) reflection, and TiN (111) reflection) in the 9Cr ODS steel. 22 and 11 are 
the lattice strains perpendicular and parallel to the applied stress, respectively. 
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5.2. Load Transfer During Sample Necking 
 During sample necking, the load partitioning among matrix and particles reverses 
from the manner before necking, especially for the necking part of specimen. The flow 
stress localized in the necking part lead to different loading behaviors for the matrix and 
particles. Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) show the 11 lattice stress development for F/M matrix 
and Y2Ti2O7 nanoscale particles with increasing macroscopic strain during sample 
necking. Due to flow localization, F/M matrix was strained for the necking part and 
relaxed for the unnecking part. Y2Ti2O7 particles were unable to take more load during 
necking, and thus their lattice strains kept decreasing for both necking and unnecking 
parts. Nevertheless, it is evident that these nanoparticles within the necking part 
experienced a much more significant loss of internal stress compared to those within 
the unecking part. (Figure 5.2(b)) The largest difference of internal stress between 
necking and unnecking parts was 812MPa at the macroscopic strain of 15.1%. Either 
fracture or debonding of the particles can result in a loss of capability for taking load that 
results in the drop of internal stress.  
 Figure 5.3 shows the fracture surface of the 9 Cr ODS sample where nanoscale 
Y2Ti2O7 particles were found in almost every dimple. The integrity of Y2Ti2O7 particles 
indicates that the particles were not fractured but debonded from the matrix. Because of 
debonding, the nanoparticles within the unnecking part lost the capability of taking load 
and consequently maintained a relative low level of lattice strain/internal stress until 
sample failure. Therefore, although Y2Ti2O7 particles provide a significant strengthening 
for the 9Cr ODS steel, their impact is limited in elastic and plastic deformations before 
necking with a maximum internal stress of ~3.5GPa (corresponding to a lattice strain of 
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0.0176). When the flow was localized in the necking part, further macroscopic straining 
could not put more load on the nanoscale particles, and the load is then transferred 
back to the F/M matrix that further strains during necking. Similar to Y2Ti2O7 particles, 
TiN particles experienced a process of loss of internal stress for the necking part. 
(Figure 5.2 (c)) However, their debonding from the matrix was much less intense 
compared to the process of Y2Ti2O7 particles. The largest and the average differences 
of internal stresses for TiN particles between the necking and unnecking parts were 112 
and 21MPa, respectively, much less than the values of 812 and 450MPa for Y2Ti2O7 
particles.  
 The process of particle debonding that controls the load partitioning during 
necking can be traced back to the loading behaviors of different phases during early 
yielding. Figure 5.2 (d), (e) and (f) show the 11 lattice stress development for F/M matrix, 
Y2Ti2O7 and TiN particles during early yielding of the specimen. The F/M matrix in the 
necking part withstood lower internal stress compared to the matrix in unnecking part. 
(Figure 5.2(d)) Their difference in internal stress was about 52MPa in maximum and 25 
MPa in average. Due to the load partitioning, either Y2Ti2O7 or TiN particles within 
unnecking part withstood higher internal stress compared to the ones within necking 
part. The difference in internal stress for necking and unnecking parts was about 122 
MPa in maximum and 44 MPa in average for Y2Ti2O7, and about 66 MPa in maximum 
and 22 MPa in average for TiN. Figure 5.4 summarizes the results of load partitioning of 
F/M matrix, Y2Ti2O7, TiN in the necking part during entire deformation process. Based 
on the analysis for loading behaviors before and after necking, one can note that the 
necking part is the area within particles that takes more load during early yielding. The 
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F/M matrix in the necking part therefore takes less load compared to that in the 
unnecking part. Nonetheless, the particles, especially the nanoscale Y2Ti2O7 with 
relatively high internal stress, are vulnerable for inter-phase debonding that directly 
results in flow stress localization. The necking finally occurred in the area where 
particles withstood higher internal stress, and the matrix withstood lower internal stress.  
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            (a)                       (b)                       (c) 
 
            (d)                       (e)                       (f) 
Figure 5.2 11 lattice stress vs. macroscopic strain during sample necking for (a)F/M 
matrix, (b)Y2Ti2O7, (c)TiN, and during early yielding for (d)F/M matrix, (e)Y2Ti2O7, (f)TiN. 
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Figure 5.3. SEM image of the fracture surface of 9 Cr ODS sample. The white particles 
were identified to be Y2Ti2O7 by EDS. 
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Before necking, macroscopic strain: 0-8.6% 
Phases Maximum values Average values  
s11
necking -s11
unnecking e11
necking - e11
unnecking  s11
necking -s11
unnecking e11
necking - e11
unnecking  
F/M matrix -52MPa -2.5×10-4 -25MPa -1.2×10-4 
Y2Ti2O7 122MPa 6.1×10
-4 44MPa 2.2×10-4 
TiN 66MPa 2.9×10-4 22MPa 9.8×10-5 
After necking, macroscopic strain: 8.6-16.3% 
Phases Maximum values Average values  
s11
necking -s11
unnecking e11
necking - e11
unnecking  s11
necking -s11
unnecking e11
necking - e11
unnecking  
F/M matrix 213MPa 1.0×10-3 142MPa 6.8×10-4 
Y2Ti2O7 -812MPa -4.1×10
-3 -450MPa -2.3×10-3 
TiN -112MPa -4.9×10-4 -21MPa -9.1×10-5 
Figure 5.4. Differences in internal stress/lattice strain of F/M matrix, Y2Ti2O7, TiN for 
necking and unnecking parts of the specimen 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
 In this study, the high-energy synchrotron radiation technique was applied to 
investigate the fundamental deformation process of a 9Cr ODS steel. From the X-ray 
measurement, the load partitioning between the ferritic matrix and the nanoparticles 
was found to occur during sample yielding. The nanoparticles experienced a dramatic 
loading process, and the internal stress on the nanoparticles increased to 3.5 GPa 
before sample necking. In contrast, the ferritic matrix slightly relaxed during early 
yielding, and slowly strained until necking. However, the load partitioning processes 
reversed during sample necking, causing the internal stress placed on the nanoparticles 
to rapidly decrease indicating a debonding of the particles from the matrix. This 
debonding led to a decrease in the partial capacity of the particles to carry load. The 
load was then transferred to the matrix, which then exhibited an increased lattice-strain 
rate during necking. 
 This study developed a comprehensive understanding of loading behaviors for 
various phases in the ODS steel. It also showed that high-energy synchrotron X-ray 
radiation, as a non-destructive technique for in-situ measurement, can be applied to the 
ongoing advanced nuclear systems materials research. 
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Chapter 7 
Future Work 
 Future work would include a variety of materials, notably Ni based ODS alloys, 
which are undergoing selection of next generation nuclear systems at working 
temperatures above 650°C. Using the experimental techniques and ideas developed 
above, the debonding and fracture processes in austenitic alloy systems could be 
investigated closer to the temperature that the material are hoped to function at in a 
future nuclear system.  
 Two other main materials undergoing research are Alloy 617 and Alloy 230 which 
have many properties similar to the 9Cr alloy tested in regards to maximum operating 
temperature and corrosion/radiation resistance. If these alloys could be created with as 
ODS alloys then possibly all the positive aspects of Alloy 617 and Alloy 230 could be 
further improved. 
 Other potential experiments could be to perform small angle X-Ray or neutron 
scattering using similar methods to study the nanoparticles distribution and 
development as well as void development during tensile loading.  
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APPENDIX 
MATLAB SCRIPT 1 
This program reads and transforms the two dimensional wide angle scattering data. It calls a second 
program listed below.  
 
% stubbins_march12_waxs1 
% Reads and transforms 2-d waxs data; optional is to view 2-d or 1-d integrated data 
% for panel 1 of hydra data 
% Other options: (1)output 1-d data in text format (2)gsas format (3)fit selected peaks vs azimuth (4) save 
workspace for subsequent analysis (e.g. biaxial strain). 
% Input data==GE files ; use GE progs (e.g. correctII.exe) to create corrected and sum files from raw data 
clear all; 
  
%% user defined, x-ray and detector calibration settings  
%OCTOBER SETTINGS 
pix.x=2048;pix.y=2048;pix.size=0.2; %number and size of pixels (GE detector) 
ipanel=1; energy=70; lambda=12.398/energy; % x-ray energy in keV & corresponding wavelength in 
angstroms 
center.x =1889.2; center.y =2501.2; center.z=2082.5; delta=0; %panel1; xy beam (pixels) and sample 
(mm) positions wrt detector, delta is a radial offset 'fudge factor' 
tilt.axis =-134;  tilt.delta = -0.396; tilt.panel=37; %panel1; detector tilts in degrees; tilt.panel=37 prior to 
feb2012, 27 after 
rho.min = 450; rho.max = 3000; rho.N = 1*(rho.max-rho.min); rho.int=(rho.max-rho.min)/rho.N; % radial/d-
spacing binning parameters 
eta.min = 0; eta.max = 360; eta.N = 1*(eta.max-eta.min); eta.int=(eta.max-eta.min)/eta.N;% azimuthal 
binning parameters 
  
%% user defined, file specific 
  
fileroot='9CrRT'; file_numbers=383;%all files =338:760; 
filetype = 'sum'; %options for GE are 'raw', 'cor', 'avg', 'sum','cor2'; other options are mar_ccd or mar_345 
Nframes=1; %for cor2, individual cor frames are read instead of a single file, otherwise Nframes=1 
%% user defined, action items 
use_metadata=1; %import metadata associated with files, saved in seperate file 
metadata_file='hydra_exposures.par'; 
subtract_back=0; %background/dark subtracted, only performed for raw files 
backfile='darkp1_02641.ge1'; %should be collected under identical conditions as sample (exposure 
time/gain) 
plot_raw=0; %set to 1 to plot raw 2d image 
plot_transform=0; %set to 1 to plot 2d transformed image 
plot_lineouts=0; %set to 1 to plot d-vs-intensity lineouts 
offset=0.1; %y-offset in lineout p lot between files; used only if multiple file numbers evaluated 
azi_min=250;azi_max=330;% first/last azimuth values, in degrees to average data over, for lineout plot 
and output 
output_data=0; %output text data for each file, averaged over azimuth values given the line above this 
output_gsas=0; %set to 1 to output data in gsas-format (see associated m file for output options) 
fit_data=1; % set to 1 to call peak fitting routine (see associated m file for peak fitting options) 
% fitfile='stubbins_march12_fit_waxs_standard'; %m file for lab6 and ceo2 peaks 
 fitfile='stubbins_march12_fit_waxs_ferrite'; %m file for austenite peaks 
output_fits=1; %set to 1 to output selected fit information (3peaks currently) 
im_to_avi=0; % set to 1 to make avi file of multiple raw images 
imm_to_avi=0; % set to 1 to make avi file of multiple transformed images 
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dmax_plot=4.5; dmin_plot=1; %d-spacing range to plot in avi file of transformed images 
% to play created movies in matlab, type 'figure(100);clf;movie(gcf,imm_movie,N,M)' where N is # of times 
to replay and M is the fps 
save_workspace=0; %set to 1 to save current workspace (date-stamped) for future use, e.g. biaxial strain 
analysis 
%% main program 
if output_fits; fout_fits=[fileroot '_' num2str(min(file_numbers)) '_' num2str(max(file_numbers)) '_fit_' 
num2str(ipanel) '_' date '.txt']; fid_out2=fopen(fout_fits,'w+'); end; 
%% set up metadata information, if selected 
if use_metadata 
    % read parameter data which can be used to correlate x-ray data with sample transmission, keyence, 
loading, position, etc 
    % updated here and in spec june 2010 
    meta=importdata(metadata_file,' '); %imports into two structures, one text and one data 
    ic.index1=1;ic.index2=2;ic.index3=3;ic.index4=4;ic.indexSAXS=36; 
    ic.tframe=5;ic.Nframe=6; ic.etime=7; ic.i1b=8; ic.i2b=9; ic.i1c=10; ic.i2c=11;ic.i0=12;ic.i1=13; % 
exposure variables 
    ic.Hs=14; ic.Vs=15;ic.iring=16; ic.energy=17; ic.energy_cal=18;ic.preamp1=19;ic.preamp2=20; 
%exposure variables 
    ic.samX=21; ic.samY=22;ic.samZ=23; ic.samX2=24; ic.samZ2=25; ic.samPhi=26; %sample position 
variables 
    ic.key1=27; ic.key2=28; %keyence positioning variables 
    ic.crosshead=29; ic.load=30;ic.mts3=31; ic.mts4=32; %load-related variables 
    ic.t1=33;ic.t2=34;ic.t3=35; %temperature-related variables 
end; 
  
%% read in, transform ('cake') and fit selected data files 
ii=0; if plot_lineouts; figure(30);clf; end; 
for ifile=file_numbers; ii=ii+1; 
    n5 = '00000'; n5(5-length(num2str(ifile))+1:5) = num2str(ifile); 
    if ~strcmp(filetype,'cor2'); Nframes=1; end; %only use multiple frames if cor2 type 
    raw_str=[fileroot '_' n5 '.ge' num2str(ipanel)]; 
    for iframe=1:Nframes; 
        switch lower(filetype) 
            case ('raw'); filename=raw_str; 
            case ('avg'); filename=[raw_str '.avg']; 
            case ('cor'); filename=[raw_str '.cor']; 
            case ('sum'); filename=[raw_str '.sum']; 
            case ('cor2'); filename=[raw_str '.cor.' num2str(iframe-1) '.cor']; 
            case ('mar_ccd'); filename=[fileroot n5 '.tif']; 
            case ('mar_345'); filename=[fileroot n5 '.mar345']; 
        end 
        if exist(filename) 
            if use_metadata; %assign metadata for a given file to arrays 
                irow=find(meta.data(:,ic.index2)==ifile); %  find data row corresponding to current file 
number 
                irow=irow(length(irow)); %if multiple instances of same filename, use last one 
                meta.tframe(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.tframe); 
meta.Nframe(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.Nframe); meta.etime(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.etime); 
meta.i1b(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.i1b); 
                meta.i2b(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.i2b); meta.i1c(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.i1c); 
meta.i2c(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.i2c); meta.i0(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.i0); 
                meta.i1(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.i1); meta.Hs(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.Hs); 
meta.Vs(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.Vs); meta.iring(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.iring); 
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                meta.energy(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.energy); 
meta.energy_cal(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.energy_cal); meta.preamp1(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.preamp1); 
meta.pream2(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.preamp2); 
                meta.samX(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.samX); meta.samY(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.samY); 
meta.samZ(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.samZ); meta.samX2(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.samX2); 
                meta.samZ2(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.samZ2); 
meta.samPhi(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.samPhi); meta.key1(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.key1); 
meta.key2(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.key2); 
                meta.crosshead(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.crosshead); 
meta.load(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.load); meta.mts3(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.mts3); 
meta.mts4(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.mts4); 
                meta.t1(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.t1); meta.t2(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.t2); 
meta.t3(ifile)=meta.data(irow,ic.t3); 
            end; 
            fid=fopen(filename); 
            switch lower(filetype) 
                case {'cor','cor2','avg'}; 
                    im=fread(fid,[2048,2048],'uint16');% integer, no header 
                    im=rot90(im);    %gives 'correct' orientation for GE files 
                case ('raw'); 
                    head=fread(fid,8192); 
                    im=fread(fid,[2048,2048],'uint16'); %read in raw files = uint16 w/8192 bit header to 
skip 
                    if subtract_back; %only perform for raw files 
                        fid2=fopen(backfile); 
                        im_back=fread(fid2,[2048,2048],'uint16'); 
                        im=abs(im-im_back); 
                    end; 
                    im=rot90(im);%gives 'correct' orientation for GE files 
                case ('sum'); 
                    im=fread(fid,[2048,2048],'single'); %read in sum files= real, no header 
                    im=rot90(im);    %gives 'correct' orientation for GE files 
                case('mar_ccd'); 
                    im=double(imread(filename)); %read in marccd data 
                case('mar_345'); 
                    im=double(marread(filename)); im=flipud(im); % use to read and give 'correct' 
orientation to mar345image plate files 
            end 
            % transform or sum transformed data 
            [iisparse,mask]=set_waxs(pix,eta,rho,center,tilt); 
            im=unzing(im); %high frequency filter, used in case dark corrections not perfect 
            imm = cake_trafo3(im(mask), iisparse); 
            imm = reshape(imm, eta.N, rho.N); 
            imm=circshift(imm,round(tilt.panel/eta.int)); % non-zero only for hydra data 
            %% compute various x-axis values based on calibration and binning parameters chosen 
            azi_index_min=max(1,round(azi_min/eta.int)); %starting azi bin to plot/output; if 0 or negative 
vals input default to 1 
            azi_index_max=max(azi_index_min,round(azi_max/eta.int)); %ending azi bin to plot/output; if 
less than azi_index_min set to that val (1bin avg) 
            radius_mm=pix.size*(rho.min+0.5:rho.N/(rho.max-rho.min):rho.max-0.5); 
            two_theta=atan(radius_mm/center.z); d_A=lambda./2./sin(two_theta./2); 
            if plot_lineouts; figure(30);hold on; 
                meanint(ifile,:)=mean(imm(azi_index_min:azi_index_max,:),1); %average over user-
defined bins, used for plotting lineouts in plot_stubbins_march12 
                normint=meanint(ifile,:)./max(meanint(ifile,:)); %normalized intensity over chosen 
azimuths 
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                %xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
                hold off; figure(45); plot(two_theta*57.2957795,normint+(ii-1)*offset); figure(30); hold on; 
                %xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
                plot(d_A,normint+(ii-1)*offset); hold on;clear normint; 
            end; 
            if plot_raw; figure(10);clf;imagesc(log(im)); 
                title(sprintf('raw image from %s',filename),'Interpreter','None');colorbar; pause; 
            end; 
            if plot_transform; figure(20);clf;imagesc(log(imm)); 
                title(sprintf('transformed image from %s',filename),'Interpreter','None');colorbar; 
                xlabel(sprintf('radial bins, covering %i to %i pixels',rho.min,rho.max)); 
                ylabel(sprintf('azimuthal bins, covering %i to %i deg',eta.min,eta.max)); pause; 
            end; 
            if output_gsas; stubbins_march12_gsas_out; end; 
            if output_data; fid_out=fopen([fileroot num2str(ifile) '_' num2str(azi_min) '_' num2str(azi_max) 
'.txt'],'w+'); 
                for inew=1:size(imm,2); 
                    fprintf(fid_out,'%f %f \n',d_A(inew),mean(imm(azi_index_min:azi_index_max,inew))); 
%output azimuthally-averaged information 
                end; 
            end; %if output_data 
            %code for creating movies of multiple frames of either raw (im)or transformed(imm) images 
            if im_to_avi; 
                figure(15);clf; imagesc(im,[0 2000]); 
                % example of adding text to image: text(1.5,11,sprintf('energy=%3.2f keV', 
meta.energy(ifile))),'FontName','Times','FontSize',16,'FontWeight','Bold'); 
                set(gca,'FontName','Times','FontSize',14); 
                title(sprintf('raw image from %s', filename),'Interpreter','None'); 
                xlabel('x pixels'); ylabel('y pixels'); 
                colorbar; colormap jet; grid on; 
                im_movie(ii) = getframe(gcf); 
            end; %if im_to_avi 
            if imm_to_avi; 
                figure(25);clf; 
                [dum,ist]=min(abs(d_A-dmax_plot)); [dum,iend]=min(abs(d_A-dmin_plot));  iplot=ist:iend; 
                uimagesc(sort(d_A(iplot),'ascend'),1:eta.N,fliplr(log(imm(:,iplot)))); %uimagesc is a special 
case of imagesc, downloaded from matlab FE 6/18/07 JA 
                set(gca,'FontName','Times','FontSize',14); 
                title(sprintf('transformed image from %s', filename),'Interpreter','None'); 
                xlabel(sprintf('d-spacing, Angstroms')); ylabel(sprintf('azimuthal bins, covering %i to %i 
deg',eta.min,eta.max)); 
                % example of adding text to image: 
                if use_metadata; 
                    %     text(1.5,15,sprintf('x=%3.2f mm', 
meta.samX(ifile)),'FontName','Times','FontSize',16,'FontWeight','Bold'); 
                end; 
                colorbar; colormap jet; grid on; 
                imm_movie(ii) = getframe(gcf); 
            end; %if imm_to_avi 
            if fit_data; run(fitfile); end; 
            if output_fits; 
                for ipeak=single_peaks;  
                   
d(ifile,ipeak)=dcalc(h(ipeak),k(ipeak),l(ipeak),mean(fit(ifile,ipeak).cen),center.z,energy,pix.size,delta); %d 
in angstroms 
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mcen(ifile,ipeak)=mean(fit(ifile,ipeak).cen);mfwhm(ifile,ipeak)=mean(fit(ifile,ipeak).fwhm); 
mint(ifile,ipeak)=mean(fit(ifile,ipeak).int); 
                end; 
                 if use_metadata; 
                    fprintf(fid_out2,'%i %i %f %f %i %i %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f 
%f\n',ipanel,ifile,... 
                        meta.samX(ifile),meta.samY(ifile),meta.i0(ifile),meta.i1(ifile),... 
                        meta.crosshead(ifile),meta.load(ifile),meta.t1(ifile),... 
                        d(ifile,1),mcen(ifile,1),mint(ifile,1),mfwhm(ifile,1),... 
                        d(ifile,2),mcen(ifile,2),mint(ifile,2),mfwhm(ifile,2),... 
                        d(ifile,3),mcen(ifile,3),mint(ifile,3),mfwhm(ifile,3)); 
               else 
                     fprintf(fid_out2,'%i %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n',ifile,... 
                        d(ifile,1),mcen(ifile,1),mint(ifile,1),mfwhm(ifile,1),... 
                        d(ifile,2),mcen(ifile,2),mint(ifile,2),mfwhm(ifile,2),... 
                        d(ifile,3),mcen(ifile,3),mint(ifile,3),mfwhm(ifile,3)); 
               end; %if use_metadata 
            end; %if output_fits 
        else 
            fprintf('could not find specified filename %s',filename); 
        end % if filename exists 
    end %looping over iframes 
    fclose(fid); 
end % looping over ifiles 
fclose('all'); 
%% create avi movies 
if im_to_avi; movie2avi(im_movie,[fileroot 'im_' num2str(min(file_numbers)) ... 
        '_' num2str(max(file_numbers)) '_' date],'fps',1); %clear im_movie; 
end; 
if imm_to_avi; movie2avi(imm_movie,[fileroot 'imm_' num2str(min(file_numbers)) ... 
        '_' num2str(max(file_numbers)) '_' date],'fps',1);% clear imm_movie; 
end; 
  
%% lineout plotting 
if plot_lineouts; figure(30); 
    grid on; 
    xlabel('d spacing, Angstroms');ylabel('normalized intensity + offset'); 
    title(sprintf('Lineouts from %s for files %i to %i', 
fileroot,min(file_numbers),max(file_numbers)),'Interpreter','None'); 
    text(0.05,0.95,sprintf('Azimuthal average from %i to %i deg',azi_min, azi_max),'sc') 
end; 
if output_fits;   fprintf('Wrote waxs fit results to file %s \n', fout_fits); clear fout_fits; end; 
  
%% save the current workspace for future sessions; file and date stamped (clear memory-intense 
variables first) 
if save_workspace; 
    clear iisparse im mask imm meanint; 
    fout=[fileroot '_' num2str(min(file_numbers)) '_' num2str(max(file_numbers)) '_' num2str(ipanel) '_' 
date]; 
    save(fout); 
    fprintf('Wrote workspace to mat file %s \n', fout); clear fout; 
end; 
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MATLAB SCRIPT 2 
This program fits a pseudo-Voigt fit to an inputted peak. It is called by the code in script 1. 
 
% stubbins_march12_fit_waxs_ferrite 
% Fits selected peaks as a function of azimuth.  Input is the array imm (must be in memory). 
% Notes: 
% 1. cen0 values are starting guesses for radial peak positions. 
% 2. Fits to pseudo-voight functions. 
% 3. Data is output as a structure called 'fit' using syntax fit(file#,peak#).[fit parameter](azi#) 
% 4. For hydra data - should be valid for all four GE panels (oriented and set in main program such that 
principal directions for all panels are at azi=270) 
% 5. Following is valid for ferritic materials 
%   J. Almer, APS, Nov 2008 
  
%% user defined parameters - note certain of these may be overwritten within fitting program if peak-
dependent values are needed (e.g. dx and fwhmguess) 
plot_fits=1; %set to 1 to plot raw and fitted data 
single_peaks=[1:3]; %peaks to be fit singly 
dx=8; %half-range of x-axis to evaluate in fitting, in pixels, for single peaks 
group_peaks={}; %peaks to be fit together; use {[]} if no group peaks 
dx2=15; %half-range of x-axis to consider in fitting, in pixels, for group peaks 
azi_range=15; %full azi range to average data for fit, for each mean azimuth, in degrees 
azi_mean=280; %270 base : mean azi angles to fit in degrees (eg for multiple [260:azi_range:280]) 
fwhmguess=3; %guess for fwhm of peaks in pixels 
peak_tol=2; %minimum peak intensity (background subtracted, evaluated over range 2*maxdrift)at which 
peaks will be fit - otherwise set as 1e-6 
below_tol_val=999; %value to give all parameters for peaks which are below peak_tol 
maxdrift=4; %half the maximum range in pixels to find the y max (keep tight as possible!) 
de=0; %guess for strain amplitude (used for azi-dependent start guesses, now employed for single peaks 
only) 
  
% crystallographic parameters, hkls to fit and resultant guesses for radial peak positions 
a1=2.88; % guess for bcc-ferrite lattice parameter 
a2=10.66; %guess for lattice parameters of fcc-M23C6 precipitates 
a3=4.40; %guess for lattice parameter of fcc-NbN precipitates 
a4=4.14; %guess for lattice parameter of fcc-VN precipitates (very weak/overlap, 220 only possible but 
probably not) 
a5=10.39; %10.39 or 10.15(elastic guess)guess for lattice parameter of Y2O3 precipitates 
h=[2 2 4]; 
k=[0 2 4]; 
l=[0 2 0]; 
for i=1:1; 
    cen0(i)=round(cen0calc('cubic',h(i),k(i),l(i),a1,a1,a1,center.z,energy,pix.size,delta)); 
    peakID{i}=['Ferrite_' num2str(h(i)) num2str(k(i)) num2str(l(i))]; 
end; %radial peak guesses for selected peaks 
  
for i=2:3; 
    cen0(i)=round(cen0calc('cubic',h(i),k(i),l(i),a5,a5,a5,center.z,energy,pix.size,delta)); 
    peakID{i}=['Y2O3_' num2str(h(i)) num2str(k(i)) num2str(l(i))]; 
end; %starting guess' for 5th phase 
  
  
%% calculate arrays based on user defined parameters 
nPeak = length(cen0); nDouble=length(group_peaks); 
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nAzi=length(azi_mean); %number of azimuths 
%azi_deg=[0.5:nAzi-0.5]*(eta.max-eta.min)/eta.N*azi_bin; %mean values of azimuths for fit, in degrees 
  
%% fit singlet peaks 
%opt = optimset('disp','off','lev','on','large','on','jacobi','on','tolx',1e-4,'tolf',1e-4,'maxi',120); 
opt = optimset('disp','off','large','on','jacobi','on','tolx',1e-4,'tolf',1e-4,'maxi',120); 
fn = {'backg1' 'psv1'}; npar = [2 4]; %define peakfitting choice (PV here) 
low = [-inf 0 0 0 0 0];  up = [inf inf inf inf inf 1]; %set limits for fitting parameters 
pfix = [nan nan nan nan nan nan]; % fix fitting parameters (currently none are fixed) 
if ~isempty(single_peaks); fprintf('\nFitting single peaks for following azimuth bins:\n'); end; 
for iazi = nAzi:-1:1 
    if ~isempty(single_peaks);    
        fprintf('%4i',azi_mean(iazi)); 
 %       (azi_mean(iazi)+[-round(azi_range/2):eta.int:round(azi_range/2)])/eta.int 
        fprintf('\n'); 
        for peak = single_peaks; 
%            cen0a(peak,iazi)=round(cen0(peak)*(1+de/2*cos(2.*azi_deg(iazi)/57.3))); %azi-dependent 
starting guess 
            x = cen0(peak) - dx: cen0(peak) + dx; Nx=length(x); 
%            yraw = mean(imm([iazi*azi_bin:-1:iazi*azi_bin-azi_bin+1], x-rho.min)); 
            yraw = mean(imm((azi_mean(iazi)+[-round(azi_range/2):eta.int:round(azi_range/2)])/eta.int, 
x-rho.min)); 
            xback=x([1:2 Nx-1:Nx]); yback=yraw([1:2 Nx-1:Nx]); %x,y values to use for background 
determination 
            [pback_pars,s,mu]=polyfit(xback,yback,1); % 1st order polynomial (linear) background fit 
            pback=polyval(pback_pars,x,[],mu); %mu are centering and scaling parameters to help polyfit 
            y=yraw-pback+1000; 
            ymax= max(max(y)); xmax = x(find(round(y)==round(ymax))); xmax = xmax(1); 
ymin=min(min(y)); 
            %        shift data so xmax is center point (accounts for peak shifts vs azimuth) 
            clear x pback_pars pback y yraw xback yback; 
            x = xmax - dx: xmax + dx; Nx=length(x); 
            yraw = mean(imm((azi_mean(iazi)+[-round(azi_range/2):eta.int:round(azi_range/2)])/eta.int, 
x-rho.min)); 
            xback=x([1:2 Nx-1:Nx]); yback=yraw([1:2 Nx-1:Nx]); %x,y values to use for background 
determination 
            [pback_pars,s,mu]=polyfit(xback,yback,1); % 1st order polynomial (linear) background fit 
            pback=polyval(pback_pars,x,[],mu); %mu are centering and scaling parameters to help polyfit 
            y=yraw-pback+1000; 
            ymax = max(max(y((length(y)-1)/2-maxdrift:(length(y)-1)/2+maxdrift))); 
            xmax = x(find(round(y)==round(ymax))); xmax = xmax(1); ymin=min(min(y)); 
            %check if peak intensity is above threshold, to decide if this particular azimuth will be fitted 
            fom=ymax-1000; 
            if plot_fits 
                figure(6);clf; 
                plot(x,yraw,'b+-',x,pback,'r-'); 
                xlabel('radial position, pixels');ylabel('intensity'); 
                title(sprintf('Peak %i and azimuth %i of %s; blue=data, red 
=background',peak,iazi,filename),'Interpreter','None'); grid on; 
                if (fom>=peak_tol); text(0.05,0.95,sprintf('Will fit as FOM is %4.2f while tolerance is 
%4.2f',fom,peak_tol),'sc'); pause; 
                else text(0.05,0.95,sprintf('Will NOT fit as FOM is %4.2f while tolerance is 
%4.2f',fom,peak_tol),'sc'); pause; end; 
            end; %plotting raw data and background 
            if (fom>=peak_tol); % do the fit as intensity is above threshold 
                p0 = [0, ymin, (ymax-ymin), xmax, fwhmguess,  .5]; 
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                y0 = sumfun1(p0,pfix,npar,fn,x); 
                [pfit,rn,rs,ex,out,lam,jac] = 
lsqnonlin('sumfun1',p0,low,up,opt,pfix,npar,fn,x,y,ones(size(y))); 
                [~, var] = confint(pfit,rs,jac); % variance of fitted params 
                var=full(var); %go from sparse to full matrix(for plotting/reading values) 
                yfit = sumfun1(pfit,pfix,npar,fn,x); 
                [~, ~, intint]=psv1([pfit(3:end)],x); 
                if plot_fits 
                    figure(7);clf; subplot('position',[0.1 0.3 0.85 0.6]); 
                    plot(x,y0,'-r',x,y,'+',x,yfit,'-b'); ylabel('Intensity+1000(offset)'); 
                    title(sprintf('Fit of peak %i and azimuth %i of %s; symbols=data, blue=fit, red 
=guess',peak,iazi,filename),'Interpreter','None'); grid on; 
                    % text(0.05,0.95,sprintf('Temperature= %i deg C',meta.t1(ifile)),'sc'); %example of 
adding metadata text to figure 
                    text(0.05,0.9,sprintf('peak int= %f +- %f',pfit(3),sqrt(var(3))),'sc');  
text(0.05,0.85,sprintf('center= %f +- %f',pfit(4),sqrt(var(4))),'sc'); 
                    text(0.05,0.8,sprintf('fwhm= %f +- %f',pfit(5),sqrt(var(5))),'sc'); 
text(0.05,0.75,sprintf('fgauss= %f +- %f',1-pfit(6),sqrt(var(6))),'sc'); 
                    text(0.05,0.7,sprintf('integ int= %f ',intint),'sc'); text(0.05,0.65,sprintf('min int(tol)= %f 
',peak_tol),'sc'); 
                    subplot('position',[0.1 0.1 0.85 0.15]); plot(x,y-yfit'); ylabel('Residual'); xlabel('Radial 
position'); grid on; pause; 
                end; %if plot_fits==1; 
                fit(ifile,peak).int(iazi) = pfit(3);fit(ifile,peak).cen(iazi) = pfit(4); fit(ifile,peak).fwhm(iazi) = 
pfit(5); fit(ifile,peak).shape(iazi)=pfit(6); 
                fit(ifile,peak).dint(iazi) = sqrt(var(3));fit(ifile,peak).dcen(iazi) = 
sqrt(var(4));fit(ifile,peak).dfwhm(iazi) = sqrt(var(5));fit(ifile,peak).dshape(iazi)=sqrt(var(6)); 
                fit(ifile,peak).intint(iazi)=intint; 
            else %peak intensity too weak to fit 
                fit(ifile,peak).int(iazi) = below_tol_val; fit(ifile,peak).cen(iazi) = below_tol_val; 
fit(ifile,peak).fwhm(iazi) = below_tol_val; fit(ifile,peak).shape(iazi)=below_tol_val; 
                fit(ifile,peak).dint(iazi) = below_tol_val;fit(ifile,peak).dcen(iazi) = 
below_tol_val;fit(ifile,peak).dfwhm(iazi) = below_tol_val;fit(ifile,peak).dshape(iazi)=below_tol_val; 
                fit(ifile,peak).intint(iazi) = below_tol_val; 
            end; %if statement for thresholding 
        end; %looping over azimuths 
    end; %looping over single peaks 
end; %checking if there are any single peaks 
  
%% fit 2 PV simultaneously 
%opt = optimset('disp','off','lev','off','large','on','jacobi','off','tolx',1e-2,'tolf',1e-2,'maxi',80); 
opt = optimset('disp','off','large','on','jacobi','off','tolx',1e-2,'tolf',1e-2,'maxi',80); 
slguess=0; fwhmguess1 = 3; fwhmguess2=3;  %some guesses for peaks 
fn = {'backg1' 'psv1' 'psv1'}; npar = [2 4 4]; 
low = [-inf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; up = [inf inf inf inf inf 1 inf inf inf 1]; 
for igroup=1:nDouble; 
    fprintf('\nFitting two peaks simultaneously for following azimuth bins:\n'); 
    peaks=group_peaks{igroup}; dpeak1=peaks(1);dpeak2=peaks(2); 
    for iazi = nAzi:-1:1 
        fprintf('%4i',iazi*azi_bin); 
        x = cen0(dpeak2) - dx2: cen0(dpeak1) + dx2; Nx=length(x); 
        yraw = mean(imm((azi_mean(iazi)+[-round(azi_range/2):eta.int:round(azi_range/2)])/eta.int, x-
rho.min)); 
        xback=x([1:2 Nx-1:Nx]); yback=yraw([1:2 Nx-1:Nx]); %x,y values to use for background 
determination 
        [pback_pars,s,mu]=polyfit(xback,yback,1); % 1st order polynomial (linear) background fit 
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        pback=polyval(pback_pars,x,[],mu); %mu are centering and scaling parameters to help polyfit 
        y=yraw-pback+1000; 
        ymax= max(max(y)); xmax = x(find(round(y)==round(ymax))); xmax = xmax(1); 
        ymin = min(y); ymin = ymin(1); 
        ymax1 = y(x==cen0(dpeak1)); ymax2=y(x==cen0(dpeak2));        
        fom=ymax-1000; 
        if plot_fits; 
            figure(8);clf; 
            plot(x,yraw,'b+-',x,pback,'r-'); 
            xlabel('radial position, pixels');ylabel('intensity'); 
            title(sprintf('Peaks %i and %i and azimuth %i of %s; blue=data, red 
=background',dpeak1,dpeak2,iazi,filename),'Interpreter','None'); grid on; 
            if (fom>=peak_tol);  
                text(0.05,0.95,sprintf('Will fit as FOM is %4.2f while tolerance is %4.2f',fom,peak_tol),'sc'); 
pause; 
            else 
                text(0.05,0.95,sprintf('Will NOT fit as FOM is %4.2f while tolerance is 
%4.2f',fom,peak_tol),'sc'); pause; 
            end; 
        end; %plotting raw data and background 
        if (fom>=peak_tol); % do the fit as intensity is above threshold 
            p0 = [slguess, ymin, (ymax1-ymin), cen0(dpeak1), fwhmguess1, .5,(ymax2-ymin), 
cen0(dpeak2), fwhmguess2, .5]; 
            y0 = sumfun1(p0,[],npar,fn,x); 
            [pfit,rn,rs,ex,out,lam,jac] = lsqnonlin('sumfun1',p0,low,up,opt,[],npar,fn,x,y,ones(size(y))); 
            [dum var] = confint(pfit,rs,jac); % variance of fitted params 
            yfit = sumfun1(pfit,[],npar,fn,x); 
            yfit1=sumfun1(pfit(1:6),[],[2 4],{'backg1' 'psv1'},x); yfit2=sumfun1(pfit([1:2 7:10]),[],[2 
4],{'backg1' 'psv1'},x); 
            [~, ~, intint1]=psv1([pfit(3:6)],x); [~, ~, intint2]=psv1([pfit(7:10)],x); 
            if plot_fits 
                figure(9);clf; subplot('position',[0.1 0.3 0.85 0.6]); 
                plot(x,y,'+',x,y0,'-r',x,yfit1,'-b',x,yfit2,'--b',x,yfit,'-k'); ylabel('Intensity+100(offset)'); 
                title(sprintf('Peaks %i and %i & iazi %i of %s; symb=data, red=guess, 
blue/black=fit',dpeak1,dpeak2,iazi,filename),'Interpreter','None'); grid on; 
                text(0.05,0.9,sprintf('peak ints= %f & %f',pfit(3),pfit(7)),'sc');  
text(0.05,0.85,sprintf('centers= %f & %f',pfit(4),pfit(8)),'sc'); 
                text(0.05,0.8,sprintf('fwhms= %f & %f',pfit(5),pfit(9)),'sc'); text(0.05,0.75,sprintf('fgauss= 
%f &%f',1-pfit(6),1-pfit(10)),'sc'); 
                subplot('position',[0.1 0.1 0.85 0.15]); plot(x,y-yfit'); ylabel('Residual'); xlabel('Radial 
position'); grid on; pause; 
            end; %if plot_fits==1; 
            fit(ifile,dpeak1).int(iazi) = pfit(3);fit(ifile,dpeak1).cen(iazi) = pfit(4); fit(ifile,dpeak1).fwhm(iazi) = 
pfit(5); 
            fit(ifile,dpeak1).shape(iazi) = pfit(6);fit(ifile,dpeak1).dint(iazi) = sqrt(var(3)); 
            fit(ifile,dpeak1).dcen(iazi) = sqrt(var(4));fit(ifile,dpeak1).dfwhm(iazi) = sqrt(var(5)); 
            fit(ifile,dpeak1).intint(iazi) = intint1; fit(ifile,dpeak2).intint(iazi)=intint2; 
            fit(ifile,dpeak2).int(iazi) = pfit(7); fit(ifile,dpeak2).cen(iazi) = pfit(8); fit(ifile,dpeak2).fwhm(iazi) = 
pfit(9); 
            fit(ifile,dpeak2).shape(iazi) = pfit(10);fit(ifile,dpeak2).dint(iazi) = sqrt(var(7)); 
            fit(ifile,dpeak2).dcen(iazi) = sqrt(var(8));fit(ifile,dpeak2).dfwhm(iazi) = sqrt(var(9)); 
        else %peak too weak to fit 
            fit(ifile,dpeak1).int(iazi) = below_tol_val; fit(ifile,dpeak1).cen(iazi) = below_tol_val; 
fit(ifile,dpeak1).fwhm(iazi) = below_tol_val; fit(ifile,dpeak1).shape(iazi)=below_tol_val; 
            fit(ifile,dpeak1).dint(iazi) = below_tol_val;fit(ifile,dpeak1).dcen(iazi) = 
below_tol_val;fit(ifile,dpeak1).dfwhm(iazi) = below_tol_val;fit(ifile,dpeak1).dshape(iazi)=below_tol_val; 
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            fit(ifile,dpeak1).intint(iazi) = below_tol_val; fit(ifile,dpeak2).intint(iazi)=below_tol_val; 
            fit(ifile,dpeak2).int(iazi) = below_tol_val; fit(ifile,dpeak2).cen(iazi) = below_tol_val; 
fit(ifile,dpeak2).fwhm(iazi) = below_tol_val; fit(ifile,dpeak2).shape(iazi)=below_tol_val; 
            fit(ifile,dpeak2).dint(iazi) = below_tol_val;fit(ifile,dpeak2).dcen(iazi) = 
below_tol_val;fit(ifile,dpeak2).dfwhm(iazi) = below_tol_val;fit(ifile,dpeak2).dshape(iazi)=below_tol_val; 
        end; 
    end; 
end; 
  
fprintf('\n'); 
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